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Question #:1

U+ Bank a Next-Best-Action decision strategy to determine the credit rating of its customers. A scorecard
model determines the customer credit score.

The business requirement is to determine the credit card rating based on the following table:

As a Strategy Designer, how do you implement the business requirement?

Configure the scorecard model to pass the credit score to the strategy

Add a decision table to the strategy and configure it to reference the scorecard model

Add a decision table to the strategy and pass the credit score as the parameter

Add the credit rating rules in the Results tab of the scorecard component

Answer: B

Question #:2

The Prioritize component sorts offers in _______________.

ascending order only

descending order only

random order

ascending or descending order

Answer: D

Question #:3

As a Strategy Designer, you have created two business issues (Sales and Retention) and a proposition group
hierarchy for a mobile company, MyCo. You also defined propositions in the various business issues and
groups.
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In a strategy defined in the “Retention” issue and the “X-Sell” group, you can import _________.

propositions from X-Sell” group

all propositions defined

propositions from all groups under the “Retention” issue

propositions from the Sales issue

Answer: B

Question #:4

U+, a telecom company, introduces fiber optic in the North region of the country. They want to advertise this
on their website using a banner and targeting the customers living in that area.

When configuring Next-Best-Action designer, which targeting approach should the company select?

Proposition driven

Audience driven

Eligibility driven

Analytics driven

Answer: B

Question #:5

A Text Analyzer performs natural language processing on a piece of text. It then produces a structured output,
which can be analyzed using reports.

What type of text analysis does the text analyzer perform?

Entity extraction

Word analysis

Word count

Cross reference analysis

Answer: A

Explanation
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Question #:6

What is the name of the property that is automatically recomputed for each decision component?

Order

Propensity

Priority

Rank

Answer: B

Explanation

References:

Question #:7

When a customer is offered a proposition he has already accepted, this is because____________.

the propositions are filtered based on eligibility

there is no filter for previously accepted offers in the strategy

the customer intent was captured incorrectly

the strategy uses interaction history to exclude previously accepted files

Answer: A

Question #:8

You are a company with a new and unique product, and you would like to offer it to the right customer.

Given the scenario, which is the most effective rule type?

Decision table

Scorecard

Adaptive Model
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D. Predictive Model

Answer: A

Question #:9

MyCo, an electronics company, wants to recommend television brands to their customers based on incoming
emails. As a Strategy Designer working for MyCo, you create the following Next-Best-Action strategy:

If the Email reason is Inquire LG, what does the Results of the strategy contain?




